
Ch 1 AN OVERVIEW

The Villa di Rezzola is linked to Lerici, now as at its foundation. And while the cities of Sarzana 
and La Spezia are within walking distance and the historically dominant powers of Genova and 
Pisa, equidistant to north and south, controlled its destiny as a border for many centuries, Lerici was
and remains a quiet place, now a seaside escape for mainly local holidaymakers and before that a 
fishing village. Lerici is a place that people travel past rather than to – it is not on any trading route, 
it has few resources (fish, olives, wine) to share beyond its own needs. Interruptions are rare; 
outside summer, it truly hibernates; the castles are now museums; even the imposing fortresses in 
the hills above – Rocchetta and Canarbino – are Napoleonic follies built upon earlier, more modest 
foundations. True, the Second World War came to Lerici, but otherwise the world has stayed away. 
Even the tourism boom of the last twenty years focussed on Le Cinque Terre (just 25km away by 
road) and left Lerici and its equally charming coast in peace, Gratias Deo.

Rezzola and its villa are documented back to 1627. There must have been millenia of life there 
before, but it is invisible to us now apart from the most general observations of the district at large –
its Ligurian prehistory and Etruscan connections; its time under the sway of the city of Luni as an 
outpost of Rome then through The Dark Ages of Byzantines, Goths, Franks, and Lombards; and its 
mediæval to modern history of powerful local families as feudal lords.

The owners of the Villa

By far the longest period, nearly 350 years, of Villa Rezzola's history lies with the Botti family of 
Lerici (c 1550 – 1900). It is likely that the property came with marriage from the Cattani family. 
The last 35 of the Botti years included the tenancy of a wonderful Englishman George Henfrey and 
his family. The next period – and the one for which we have the most detailed information – was 
that of the English couple Percy and Helen Cochrane who developed the Villa into its present form.
From 1935 until 2020 the proprietorship was that of the Contessas Carnevale, mother and daughter,
Mara and Maria. Each of these families will be dealt with in Chapters 5 to 8. And now, it is the 
Italian people who share in this jewel under the care of the Fondo Ambiente Italiano.

The names of the Villa

 The origin of the word “Rezzola” is uncertain but, given the common use of the suffix -ola in the 
immediate area, it is tempting (but purely speculative) to see it as a local system (mediæval or 
earlier) relating to land tenure, meaning something like land of - . So Rezzola may mean “the land 
of Rezzus”, just as Barcola may mean “the land of Barcus” and so forth for Pertusola, Bagnola, 
Arcola, Pugliola. Were there men – or families – called Rezzo or Rezzus, Barco, Pertus? At which 
period? And while there are towns and villages in all regions of Italy whose name ends in ola, there 
seems to be an anomalous concentration in Lunigiana, dying off quickly around Modena, Lucca and
beyond.

An alternative explanation, that of the common suffix for a diminutive or derivative of something, 
lacks persuasion. My colleague Fabio Rolla favours an origin relating to solus, the sun.

Early on, it is recorded on the sepulchre of Giovanni Maria Botti that the place of his death in 1627 
was Villa di Rizzola1, but the spelling is everywhere else as Rezzola..

There is also a more formal version of the name – Villa di Rezzola degli Ulivi.
In each time, the villa bore the name of the proprietor; Villa Botti, Villa Cochrane, Villa Carnevale.

1 . Giovanni Maria Botti morì nella propria villa di Rizzola il 24 ottobre 1627, venendo sepolto nella chiesa di Santa 
Lucia di Pugliola. 



Ch 2. Location and “the Villa Plus”
It
 is fair to say that visitors to the villa are always enchanted by its location. The first view that 
impresses is that looking straight off the terrace towards Portovenere on its peninsular ending in the 
islets of Palmaria, Tino, and Tinetto and the Ligurian Sea beyond. And here is the key – the sea – 
for we are on the far north-west coast of Italy, just
before it bends further westward to become the French
Riviera. Liguria is the region, a narrow arc of land
hardly ever more than 30km from the sea. Genova is its
capital, once a mighty seafaring power that produced
famous sailors like Cristoforo Colombo and Andrea
Doria and which, for a while, rivalled Venice as a
trading nation.

The Gulf of La Spezia appears on this map as the tiny
blue 'question mark' shape on the extreme right (east)
end of the Ligurian strip.

As noted earlier, there are no major arterial roads through Lerici, but the Villa lies near the main 
inland access road to Sarzana, historically the major town of the district, just where that road cuts 
through a pass between the hills of Rocchetta and Canarbino then follows a stream down to its 
junction with the River Magra at Sarzana. So, in purely local terms, it has a strategic location on the
local road from Sarzana to Lerici.

It is noted that the major arterial road (SS1) along the Magra Valley follows the Roman Via Aurelia,
the main coastal road from Rome to Provincia (Provence) and beyond.

The Villa itself once formed the centre of a large landholding that once included agricultural lands 
largely given to olive and grape growing but also including the standard farming practices of the 
various times – vegetables and grains for local consumption with any excess going to market. The 
valley behind Mt Canarbino, called Bonnezzola, offered a sheltered and fertile zone while the sea-
facing slopes are suited to olive groves, a portion of which exist today.

During the Cochrane's occupancy, improvements were made which included new housing for tenant
farmers and the introduction of phylloxera-resistent grapevines

The purchase documents from the 1935 sale from Cochrane to the C.ssa Carnevale delineate the 
boundaries of the land in terms of the then neighbouring landholders, so reconstruction must be 
approximate today, but an area of about 50 ha seems reasonable (see map below). 

In the years since, in line with economic realities, parcels of the land were sold off until the current 
holding remained.



The Villa is intimately connected with the village (It. frazione) of Pugliola, although the legal 
connection is unknown and may have altered over centuries. The Cochranes certainly behaved as if 
the village formed part of their seigneurial responsibility, spending vast sums on improving the 
amenity of the place for the citizens. These improvements included a junior school (asilo), a 
communal laundry (lavatoio, vasche), water supply, road construction and path paving. Cynics 
described this as an attempt to buy loyalty or acceptance from the citizenry, but such philanthropy 
was relatively commonplace for Englishmen like Cochrane whose bottomless pockets seemed
 even deeper when Pounds Sterling translated into Italian lire at that time.

Ch 3. Architecture and Construction

Ch 4. The Garden

Ch 5. Prehistory

The Ligures/Ligurians, Stele, the Apuani, Etruscan influence, the conquest by Rome, the rise of 
Lunae, the fall of Rome and Gothic rise, Ravenna reconquest, the bishopric, Franks, Lombards, 
demise of Lunae, rise of Sarzana, noble families, Battle of Serrezzana

Ch 6. The Botti

Nicolò arrives from Genova, repudiates status 1554, marries Maria Cattani 1561, birth of Giovanni 



Maria, establishment of Villa Botti, alternating primogenitures, the last Orazio and Elisa Ricci, 
Giorgio Henfrey
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Ch 8. The Carnevale
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